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To the Student Government
Association from those of us
who love the Little Tramp:
' Thank-you!, The Gold Rush,
written by, produced by, and
starring Charlie Chaplin, was one
of those rare films that manage
to weaken a bit one's faith in the
wretchedness of human nature.
In fact, THE GOLD RUSH was
more than a movie; it was a gift
to humanity and an experience
in love, laughter, disappointment
and empathy.

Since I cannot say anything
about Charlie that hasn't already
been said, I will mention Mack

fabulous freaks
(ZNS) Black Sabbath turned

down an offer for a South
African tour because of a
stipulation that it had to play
before segregated audiences.

Singer Ossy Osborne
reports: (quote) "The idea was
to have this line down the
middle of the hall, with blacks
on one side and whites on the
other, and you weren't allowed
to cross over. It was totally
insane and ridiculous. We had to
refuse."

Black Sabbath, who just
completed a tour of North
America, said there would
probably be no more tours this
year—but is considering a tour of
Japan in 1973.

(ZNS) Two Stanford
University Medical researchers
have taken a survey which
indicates that 25 percent of all
doctors in the United States
have tried marijuana.

Martin Lipp and Samuel
Benson say they questioned
1300 physicians selected at
random across the United States.
One in every four doctors said
they had tried pot; and one in
every 14 reported that he or she
still uses it regularly.
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Campos contest
Swain, a supporting actor. Mack,
who, if I remember correctly,
did not live many years after this
film was made, went around
dressed up like a big raindrop.
He was large enough to support
a lot more than a little
two-reeler, and helped make the
film a joy to watch.

Anyway, now I can tell my
grandchildren someday that I
saw Charlie Chaplin eat a boot,
imitate a chicken (costume and
all), do a handstand from the
floor to a table and win the girl
in the end. Charlie, you have
done it again!

(ZNS) Ringo Starr is
starring in a film called "That'll
Be The Day" which is currently
being shot on the Isle of Wight.
in England.

Others who have signed to
appear in the movie are Peter
Townshend, Keith Moon, The
Everly Brothers, Stevie
Windwood and Jack Bruce. The
movie deals with the period
immediately before the
emergence of the Beatles.

(ZNS) I you're looking for a
Mickey Mouse course for
credit—lndiana University is
offering the real thing.

Michael Uslan is teaching a
three-credit course on "The
Comic Book In America" this
semester. Indiana University
studerts who sign up for the
course study everything from
Superman, to Archie, to Donald
Duck. Uslan convinced the
Indiana Administration that
comic books are worth studying
because they reflect current
trends in American Socialogy,
Psychology and Literature. He
adds that the 400 million comics
sold every year probably have as
much influence on children as
their teachers do.

draws interest
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The Collegian staff is very
much excited over the
enthusiasm our "Know Your
Campus Contest" has generated.
We were very much suprised to
find that the tree which our
readers were asked to find was
found just two hours after the
paper had been delivered. Since
it is obvious now that some
students have intrest in their
campus, we intend to expand
our contest. In the following
weeks, the contest prizes will
become increasingly more
valuable. Look for our next
puzzler and become our second
Know-your-campus-contest
winner and receive a larger
brown paperbag filled with
goodies.

(ZNS) T-Rex, which just
concluded a tour of the U.S., is
reportedly considering another
American tour as early as this
coming spring.


